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Abstract

Collectively, we have over 50 years experience teaching educational research methods, statistics,

and measurement. During this time we have borrowed, adapted, and even developed some

approaches that seem to have enhanced student comprehension. Our approaches include telling

stories from the history of statistics and psychology, computing with simple data sets, employing

tropes (especially metaphors) that vividly convey technical concepts, working through thought

experiments, finding statistical examples in advertisements, and illustrating operational

definitions in homey ways (e.g., determining if the Thanksgiving turkey is done). Our goal in

writing this paper is not so much that of having the readers try our ideas as it is to help them free

up their own creative imaginations.
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Tips, Tropes, and Trivia: Ideas

for Teaching Educational Research

Each of us can look back over 25 years of teaching behavioral statistics, measurement,

and research methods. And during that time we have hit upon, borrowed, and adapted some ideas

that seemed to have worked -- at least for us. With rare exception, we claim no originality. And

yet most of these ideas do not seem in to be in the teaching repertoire of our colleagues. What

follows is a sample.

Tips

When teaching computational statistics, use illustrative problems with one digit numbers

(ideally, with integer means and standard deviations). Such data sets are compatible with

definitional formulas and facilitate hand computation. For example, in demonstrating the

equivalence of testing the difference between two sample means by ANOVA and by dummy

variable regression, a convenient set is: for X; 1, 3, 2, 2 and for Y; 6, 5, 5, 4. Sources of "easy',

numbers include Hope (1967), Dudek (1981), and Huck (1972) for ANCOVA. We agree with

Read & Riley (1983) who argue "Lengthy calculations should be avoided . . . [statistics problems

with simple numbers] lack nothing in illustrative value. Calculations will be quicker, easier, more

reliable, and more readily checked. These advantages should reinforce students' confidence and

permit more emphasis on statistical concepts". (p. 229) Incidentally, Read & Riley (1983) also

contains useful references for generating simple numbers.
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Some students seem to have forgotten what they learned about doing science in high

school biology. Even the concept of operational definitions can give trouble. So, when

introducing operational definitions we ask, "How do you know when the Thanksgiving Turkey is

done?" Student answers have included: when the pop-up thermometer pops up; when the legs

move easily; when the meat thermometer reads 190°F and so on. Obviously, they understand

the concept.

Newspapers, magazines, and everyday objects may yield illustrations. For example, on a

cardboard light bulb package you will find words such as "average life 750 hours." And then you

have a springboard for distinguishing statistics as descriptors, statistics as estimators, and

parameters. As another illustration, on a recent trip to his dentist one of us saw a two-page

advertisement for Slazenger golf balls contained in an out-of-date magazine found in the waiting

room. The first page of the ad pictured a collection of golf balls, each with a different brand

name. The caption read: "Tired of the confusion? Which is best for distance, accuracy,

optimum spin?" And then followed the usual textbook formula for this standard deviation, in

deviation score format and with degrees of freedom in the denominator. Surely, this is a real

world application. As a third example, we have found useful illustrations of rival hypotheses in

Ray and Tom Magliozzi's newspaper column, "Car talk." Recently, a reader wrote to extoll the

seemingly magical virtues of a Franz Filter (every 4000 miles you put in a fresh roll of toilet

paper and remove the old roll; you Dever need to change the oil). The Magliozzis (1994)
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responded that "there are other factors that could contribute to your luck." And they go on to list

them: more highway than city driving; the writer obviously cared for his car in other ways; and so

forth.

Once, at a cocktail party, we got into a conversation with a psychiatrist about teaching.

The psychiatrist remarked that it was easier to remember ideas associated with motion as opposed

to ideas that seem static. We use this approach in teaching the concepts embedded in the 2 X 2

table customarily used to summarize the consequences of rejecting or failing to reject the null

hypothesis, depending on whether or not Ho is true. Now we draw a tree diagram starting at the

top with Ho, then branching to true or false with each of these branching into reject or fail to

reject; we then summarize the consequences. It works! The psychiatrist was right.

Although they are "low tech," overhead transparencies allow the instructor to project

complex illustrations -- and cartoons. The American Statistical Association (Faulkner, et al.,

1993) has published a collection of transparency masters for use in teaching statistics. Sources

for making your own transparencies are as varied as your imagination permits. Years ago,

at a used book sale we picked up a copy of Treloar's (1951) Biometric Analysis: An Introduction.

It contains a series of tables and illustrations based upon Pearson and Lee's (1903) data on

heights of husbands and their wives. Students immediately see (and understand) how empirical

regression lines are drawn with column and row means, that scatterplots with percentile contour

lines are like topographic maps, and that scatterplots of grouped data can be depicted in three
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dimensions in a view that resembles a large city's skyline as seen from an airplane. We have

collected dozens of comic strip cartoons which touch on measurement or statistics. A recent

favorite is a "Sally Forth" in which the wife says to her husband, "Have you ever noticed how

there's a direct relationship between the number of stoplights you miss and how bad you have to

go to the bathroom?"

Tropes

We are continually searching for verbal images or figures of speech (tropes) to express

statistical concepts. Of those we have found, the most vivid is one used by McCall (1939) as

quoted in Cureton (1971): "Every pupil, teacher and patron needs to learn . . . that every

measurement in the world is not a point but a probable-error 12Iur [emphasis ours] -- narrow with

micrometer measurements and wide with mental measurements." (pp. 6-7)

On a related topic we begin our units on interval estimation by taking about the age of

antique furniture: "Now here we have a hunt board, circa 1820, from the Georgia Piedmont."

Most students know that 1820 is the estimated date when the piece was handcrafted and that the

circa gives a band of dates within which the true date probably lies. And of course, circa is

antique dealer argot for "blur."

We are still polishing the analogy of computing descriptive statistics and making soup

stock. In both cases the goal is to extract the "essence" from the "ingredients." And in both

cases the "ingredients" lose their individual identities.
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Trivia

We have tried to explain simple regression by having students imagine that they place bar

magnets over scatterplot's data points with the graph itself flat on the floor. If there are two

ordered pairs with the same values, two magnets would be placed over that point. Students are

then told to imagine that they have a straight, rigid steel rod. They further imagine that the bar

magnets are aligned vertically and that their task is to find a position for the rod such that it is in

equilibrium with all the magnets. This position should approximate the regression of Y on X line.

By rotating the magnets to a horizontal position and repeating the process of putting the rod into

equilibrium with the magnets, the regression of X on Y should be approximated. We have used

data sets in Hope (1967) for this exercise.

Sometimes, a historical note will make a point more vividly then a current allusion.

Consider the topic of controlled experiments. According to Morrison (1989), perhaps the first

controlled clinical experiment was conducted in 1747 by Dr. James Lind, surgeon on board the

man-of-war, H.M.S. Salisbury. From those crew members suffering from scurvy Lind selected

12, as alike as possible. All were berthed in the same quarters and fed the same rations for a

period of 14 days. Six treatments were offered (each with some medical precedent); two patients

were assigned to each treatment. One treatment consisted of having the patients eat two oranges

and one lemon daily; those two sailors improved. Good sources for statistical history include

Cowles (1989), Porter (1986), Stigler (1986), and Walker (1929).
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And did you ever wonder about the origin of reliability in its psychometric meaning? The

much maligned Cyril Burt told us in prefactory note to his belatedly published paper on using

ANOVA in estimating test reliability (Burt, 1955). In brief, Gauss (and Fechner after him)

used the German cognate of precision in referring to the consistency of measurements. Around

the turn of the century, another term Zuverlassigkeit, was adopted by German psychologists;

Spearman translated this as reliability.

Our Hope

By now we trust that we have piqued your interest with our "Tips, Tropes, and Trivia."

Our hope is not so much that you will try our ideas (though we would be gratified), but that you

have sensed the variety of resources available to you as a teacher of educational statistics,

measurement, and research methods.
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